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Abstract 

Logistics is the next step and the server of the business, which has a crucial importance 

for an intensive research. In this paper, taking the amazon reviews for example, we will 

segment the logistics factors in customer reviews from multiple perspectives, and use the 

method of data mining analysis to construct a model to mine the association rules which 

based on APRIORI algorithm. At last, the reliability was validated by an actual example. 

Such study can help businesses understand the influence degree of logistics in the 

comments better and help them reduce bad reviews causing by logistics factors. Finally, 

businesses could improve their reliability and increase their efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, as online shopping become a more and more frequent trading, people 

pays increasing attention to the online consumption comments, which is the main source 

of information [1]. For the importance of customer reviews as well as the influence 

factors, researchers, at home and abroad, have done much work, and both have contribute 

to the development of this field from different angles. Karen L. [2] identified the business 

value of consumer reviews and found that overall rating, attribute rating of purchase 

value, variation and volume of consumer reviews are significantly associated with hotel 

performance. Cheol Park [3] made consumer investigations in United States and South 

Korea, the results show that national culture has important moderating effects on the 

relationships among online reviews and its antecedents. Zheng Xiaolin [4] also revealed 

that the social features of reviewers are important in deriving better classification results. 

Kim and Gupta [5] focused on the effects of emotional expressions in eWOM and 

revealed that negative emotional expressions in a single negative review tend to decrease 

the reviews' informative value. Wenjing Duan [6] examined the persuasive effect and 

awareness effect of online user reviews on movies' daily box office performance and 

finally attributed the effect to the online user reviews as an indicator of the intensity of 

underlying word-of-mouth that plays a dominant role in driving box office revenues. 

Zhang Ziqiong [7] found that the volume of online consumer reviews are positively 
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associated with the online popularity of restaurants. Jimenez [8] through their study 

indicated that more credible reviews lead to higher purchase intentions. 

Although many scholars have made a lot of research, the study of user reviews mainly 

in the comment of two aspects: one is the effectiveness analysis and another is the 

influencing factors analysis. Actually, research on the influencing factors are summarized, 

such as service factor, quality factor, price factor, logistics factor, emotional factor and 

other broad categories. With the development of e-commerce, logistics seems to become 

more and more important. In the whole process of e-commerce transactions, logistics is 

actually the follow-up person and server for the business flow, and if there is no modern 

logistics, business flow activities will degenerate into a dead letter. Logistics plays a very 

important role in ensuring customer loyalty [9]. In this paper, on the basis of existing 

research, taking amazon reviews for example, as the commodity must be under the 

premise of a certain quality, we will study the effect of logistics factors on user comments 

and by subdividding the logistics factors into many smaller parts, the complex 

relationship between product categories and varieties of logistics factors could be found. 

The study may help the businesses improve its services specifically, and avoid the 

logistics factors that could affect the user satisfaction. 

 

2. Logistics Factors Analysis 

Online shopping reviews include many factors, for example, quality, service, logistics, 

emotional, commentators’ subjective factors [10,11]. And yet logistics is one of the most 

critical influences that affect customer reviews. 

Table 1. Logistics-Factor Comments 

Comments Logistics factors  

A delivery that three days after the order is too slow Speed of sending out goods 

A near distance just a few hours but you need a few days The delivery speed 

Whether the goods arrived at my place is uncertain The reminder service 

I received a broken one The commodity packaging 

Size doesn't fit but returns is a hassle, so I just make do 

with it 
Easy to return 

The goods not be sent to my home, I had a long way to 

get it 
Home delivery service 

The courier came in spite of the rain The humanized service 

I could not find the express for me, maybe they lose it 
The loss or lack of express 

items 

The courier has a bad attitude Service attitude 

As can be seen from Table 1, except the quality of the goods itself, logistics is a part 

that cannot be ignored for merchants. First of all, taking the speed factor into account, the 

speed factors is subdivided into two part. On one hand is the business delivery speed, 

refers to a period of time that has expired between the order generation and the site shows 

they have sent out the goods. Another one is the transport speed, which is a period of time 

needed for the goods sent to the destination. The convenience factors consider more about 

the flexible and humanization of logistics services, such as whether the customers could 

get a home delivery. As we know, there may be many differences between virtual photos 

and real goods that is different from buyers expected, so whether you can easily return the 

goods is also a key part. The quality of service can be subdivided into several factors that 
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are relatively close to the vital interests of the customers, which may involve, the 

commodity packaging, the loss or lack of express items and the service attitude. For 

goods that is fragile or need to treated with care, whether the delivery process pay 

attention to these details is an important manifestation of the logistics enterprise service 

quality. Standardized operation without a missing parts, a good attitude in the last mile 

delivery service and customer contact process, all have a great effect on the customer 

satisfaction. In addition, considering some special circumstances, such as weather 

condition, traffic impact. We take the delay delivery due to weather or traffic factors into 

account. From what has been discussed above, the logistics factors are divided into four 

categories, speed, convenience, service quality and service reliability. All is divided into a 

plurality of small parts, as is shown in Figure 1. At the same time, through the practice of 

investigation and research, the above factors of logistics got greatly identity. 

 

 

Figure 1. Logistics Factors 

3. Logistics Factors Analysis Based on Association Rules  

 
3.1. Correlation Analysis Model of Logistics Factors 

Association rules analysis is an important branch of data mining, which was put 

forward for the first time in 1993 by Agrawal, in carries on the analysis to the market 

basket problem that aim to find customer buying patterns in merchandise sales [12,13]. 

This paper aims at mining association rules in online reviews and getting related 

information between the review ratings and the logistics factors given by users. 

A given transaction set D is a user reviews data sets. Comment T for any affairs and T 

represents one of the user comments. A data set is the set of all data in T and it is a set of 

review ratings and logistics factors. Both A and B are sets, as a combination of several 

comments categories and logistics factors. Association rules is the implication of the form 

BA ,   BA , and BA  [14]. If the rule was established in D, it needed to meet 

certain support and confidence. Support is the percentage for D contains BA , that is a 

probability of  BAp  , Confidence is the percentage for D contains A that also contains 

B, that is a conditional probability of  ABp | . If the support and the confidence both 

meet their respective threshold, then the rule BA can be regarded as an interesting 

association rule. Discovering association rules between review categories and logistics 

factors is to find association from a large number of reviews data and fet the ones whose 

support and confidence are greater than the minimum support (min-sup) and the minimum 

confidence(min-conf). 

   ABpABport sup  
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   ABpABconfidence |  

where support and confidence have, 
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B)support(A
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 ABpBAconfidence  
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BAcountport

ABpBAconfidence


  

Such as a rule, { good review, delivery speed}{ service attitude}, We have,  

That is, the confidence here is the ratio of the probability value included {good review, 

delivery speed, service attitude} items and the probability value that contains {good 

review, delivery speed} items. 

Only the support and confidence are not enough to filter out uninteresting association 

rules [15], so we can use the correlation measure degree to expand the 

support_confidence framework. That is, 

 ncorrelatioconfidenceportBA ,,sup  

A more effective measure of correlation namely, lift. If      BpApBAp  , then, set A 

independent set B, or A and B set are related. 
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As for a rule {good review, delivery speed }{service attitude}, 

If this value is less than 1, it means that the emergence of A and B is negative 

correlation. that is, if {good review, delivery speed} appears in a comment ,it is unlikely 

to have the {service attitude}; If the value is greater than 1, then A and B are positive 

correlation, namely, if {good review, delivery speed} appears in a comment, it is most 

likely to have the {service attitude};If the resulting value is equal to 1, then A and B are 

independent. there is no correlation between them. 

 

3.2 Apriori Method 

Apriori algorithm is a basic algorithm for frequent pattern discovery by limiting the 

candidates. The following Figure 2. is a flow chart of the Apriori algorithm. At the same 

time, in order to improve the efficiency of frequent item sets generated by layer, it can 

also be based on the Apriori property that is an important property for compressing the 

search space. That is, an item set must be frequent if it was generated by the non-empty 

frequent item set. 
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of Apriori Algorithm 

(1)In the first iteration algorithm, each item was took as a candidate for the 1 item sets, 

that is denoted as C1. It may involves items such as {delivery speed}, {transportation 

speed}, {home delivery}, {reminder service}, {easy to redeem}, {commodity packaging}, 

{loss of express item}, {service attitude}, {weather influence}, {limited traffic}.We also 

calculate the supports of them. 

(2) Setting minimum support min_sup. Then, find the 1 frequent item sets L1, they are 

all these C1 whose support is greater than min_sup. 

(3) As is shown in Figure 3, the following will be how to get the 2 candidate item sets 

C2 and the frequent item sets L2. One link operation on any two of frequent item sets in L1, 

we will get the candidate item sets C2, such as {good review, medium reviews}, {good 

review, bad review}, {good review, delivery speed}, {good review, transportation speed}, 

{good review, home delivery}, {good review, reminder service}, {good review, easy to 

redeem}, {good review, commodity packaging}, {good review, loss of express item}, 

{good review, service attitude}, {good review, weather influence}, {good review, limited 

traffic}, knowing as the permutation and combination of knowledge, C2 will be composed 

of C
2

L1 items. Scanning the comments to find the support of each C2 items. By 

determining whether the support of each C2 is greater than the min_sup, we will get the 2 

frequent item sets L2. 

(4) Similarly, using the join operations to connect the two item sets that has a common 

item of L2. we will get the candidate item sets C3. for example, assume that L2 has 

frequent item sets {good review, delivery speed}, {good review, commodity packaging}. 

So we can obtain a candidate item set {good review, delivery speed, commodity 

packaging}. 

(5) In item sets C3, also, we will calculate support for each candidate item sets, and 

compare the candidate's support with min_sup, and choose those support great than the 

min_sup as the frequent item sets L3. Doing the join operations to connect the two item 

sets that has a common item of L3. We will get the candidate item sets C4. For example, 

there are frequent item sets {good review, delivery speed, commodity packaging}, {good 
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review, delivery speed, service attitude} in L3, So we can obtain a 4 candidate item set 

{good review, delivery speed, commodity packaging, service attitude}. 

(6) Calculate the support of each candidate item sets in C4 ,and compared them with 

min_sup to get the 4 frequent item sets L4. 

(7) Continue to generate candidate item sets by connection operation and compare 

each support with min_sup to get frequent item sets. 

(8) Until the candidate item sets generated by connection operation do not satisfy the 

support conditions, that is do not greater than min_sup, the algorithm terminates. 

(9) During the process of generating the candidate item sets and then generating the 

frequent item sets, we can use the Apriori property for a Pruning operation in order to 

improve the efficiency of frequent item sets generation. The Apriori property is that, if 

there is a subset of candidate item sets, it is not frequent, then, the candidate item sets is 

not a frequent item sets. for example, assuming the candidate item set {good views, 

delivery speed, commodity packaging}, then its 2 subset {good review, delivery speed}, 

{good review, commodity packaging}, {delivery speed, commodity packaging}. But in all 

of the 2 item sets of frequent item sets in L2, they are not including the elements {delivery 

speed, commodity packaging}, Then, based on the Apriori property, {good review, 

delivery speed, commodity packaging} can be removed from the C3. This is definitely not 

the frequent item set, there is no need to scan all the comments to calculate the support to 

determine whether it is the frequent item set. 
 

Itemsets Support

Generate
C3  by L2

Generate
C2 by L1

{good review，delivery speed}
{good review， packaging}

{good review，service attitude}
{delivery speed，service 

attitude}

I21
I22
I23
I25

Itemsets SupportItemsets

{good review，delivery speed}
{good review， packaging}

{good review，service attitude}
{delivery speed， packaging}

{delivery speed，service attitude}
{ packaging，service attitude}

Support

I11
I12
I13
I14
I15
I16

{good review，delivery speed, packaging}
{good review，delivery speed，service 

attitude}
{good review，packaging，service attitude}

I31
I32

I33

Greater 
than min-

sup

 

Figure 3. Candidate Item-Sets and Frequent Item-Sets Generated Schematic 
Diagram 

(10)To the finally get frequent item sets, lists all nonempty proper subset of each item 

sets. Such as, if, finally received only 3 frequent item sets {good review, delivery speed, 

service attitude}, the non empty subset are {good review, delivery speed}, {good review, 

service attitude}, {delivery speed, service attitude}, {good review}, {delivery speed}, 

{service attitude}. For each non empty subset, calculate the confidence as, 

Also, we can calculate the confidence of {good review, service attitude }{delivery 

speed}, {delivery speed, service attitude}{good review}, {good review}{delivery 

speed, service attitude}，{service attitude}{good review，delivery speed}，{delivery 

speed, service attitude}{good review，service attitude}. If the confidence of a rule is 

greater than the minimum confidence threshold (min_conf), then output of the rules. 
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4. Case Study 

 
4.1 Data Preparation 

Choose the data from amazon sales reviews. As many researchers used Amazon 

acquisition for experimental data analysis, so the data got certain reliability and 

persuasive [16,17]. The reviews data includes data categories, the evaluation level and 

whether it involves logistics factors. Here, considering a variety of logistics factors, 

including speed (delivery speed, transportation speed), convenience (home delivery, 

reminder service, easy to redeem), quality of service (packaging, loss of express item, 

service attitude), reliability (weather factor, traffic factor). 

Some data interception involves the ID number of commodities, the commodity 

categories and the logistics factors are given as follows (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Data Collection Style 

Id Items Description 

1 Food <good review, shops were very good and very fast delivery speed> 

2 Clothes <bad review，slow delivery, return postage is too expensive> 

3 
Digital 

products 

<good review, a fast delivery speed, I got the SMS notification, 

courier had a good attitude> 

4 Cosmetics <medium review, just from Yantai to Jinan shipping for 4 days> 

Table 3. Review Data Includes Rating  

Table 4. Review Data Includes Logistics Factors  

Id 
Delivery 

speed 

Transportation 

speed 

Home 

delivery 

Reminder 

service 

1 yes No no no 

2 yes No no no 

3 no Yes no yes 

4 no Yes no no 

5 yes No no yes 

Id Food Clothes Digital Cosmetics 
Good 

review 

Medium 

review 

Bad 

review 

1 yes no no No yes no no 

2 no yes no No no no yes 

3 no no yes No yes no no 

4 no no no Yes no yes no 

5 yes no no No no no yes 
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In the data acquisition and processing process, data were randomly selected to ensure 

the consistency. Randomly selected a certain category of goods in different classes, and 

the data of each category were random sampling. 

The data sets get categories as clothing, shoes and hats, food, digital products, home 

appliances, cosmetics e.g. As well as the corresponding commodity reviews which may 

involves good review, medium review and bad review . 

 For the logistics factors affecting comments, we considered about 10 factors. that are 

included in speed, convenience, service and quality. 

The logistics factors involved in the review are in a variety of ways and will be 

classified into different logistics factors categories according to semantic expression. Just 

connect Table 3 and Table 4 according to the same Id, then we can get the data processing 

style. 

If the use of 0 represents not relates to this property, 1 represents relates to, the data can 

be represented as is shown in Figure 4. 























11000001100

00001010010

10010100010

00100001100

01000100100

 

Figure 4. 0-1 Data Processing Style 

4.2. Association Rules Analysis 

Clementine is used for data mining and Apriori algorithm for constructing the rule 

model. 

Table 5. Correlation Analysis of the Preceding and Consequent Paragraph 

Preceding  Consequent Support Confidence 

Digital product Express speed 14.286% 96.0% 

Cosmetic Delivery speed 12.571% 92.0% 

Shoes Delivery speed 28.571% 86.0% 

Home applicant&Good view Home delivery 13.429% 95.745% 

Cosmetic&Good view Packaging 12.857% 88.889% 

Food&Medium view Packaging 11.143% 92.308% 

Clothes&Good view Return convenience 12.571% 86.364% 

Shoes&Good view Express speed 22.286% 83.333% 

Digital product&Good view Delivery speed 12.286% 83.721% 

 

Intercept part experimental results as shown in Table 5. Overall, for e-commerce 

shopping transactions, goods delivery speed and the transportation speed are the main 

parts of the impact of user comments, and for different commodity classes: 
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(1) Among customers who bought food commodities and gave medium review, 92.3% 

of people will be involved in the breakage of the packages problems in their comments. 

(2) Among customers who bought clothing products and gave good review, 86.36% of 

people will be involved in returned goods convenience problems in their comments. 

(3) Among customers who bought cosmetics products and gave good review, 88.89% 

of people relates to the packing problems in their comment. 

(4) Among customers who bought home appliances products and gave good review, 

95.7% of people involved door-to-door problem in their comment. 

Table 6. Model Assessment 

$A-9 

field-

1 

$AC-9 

field-1 

$A-Rul

e_ID-1 

$A-9 

field-2 

$AC-9 

field-2 

$A-Rul

e_ID-2 

$A-9 

field-

3 

$AC-

9field
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_1 
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Factor 
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_2 
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factor

_3 
0.96 8 

Factor 

_2 
0.96 10 

factor

_1 
0.9 9 

 
The model is applied to the data prediction. We just intercept some of the results data 

as is showed in Table 6, with 9 rows of data. The data shows the predicted results using 3 

rules with the highest confidence of the model. The recorded prediction results: 

$A-9field-1=factor_1 $AC-9field-1=0.910 $A-Rule_ID-2=27 

$A-9field-2=factor_2 AAC-9field-2=0.867 $A-Rule_ID-3=15 

On the analysis of logistics factors of all categories in the comments, probability of the 

factors that related to factor_1 (delivery speed) is 91%, and the probability of the factors 

related to the factor_2 (logistics delivery speed) is 86.7%. and the rules ID are 27 and 15. 

The model predicted results are in conformity with our test results. 

Thus, for customers, whatever commodity they bought, speed is more important 

logistics factor than others. For food commodities, as is the consumption of goods, so 

customers tend to care more about their packaging. For apparel items, sometimes due to 

the color and the size are not fit, and thus for the customer, whether it can be easily 

returned appears more important. For cosmetics that women commonly used, packaging 

has a direct impact on the customer’s impress whether the goods is true and whether they 

can use at ease. For the home appliance products, generally because they are the heavier, 

larger ones, customers may concern more about the door-to-door service. 

For businessman engaged in different categories, they could pay attention to logistics 

factors according to their different goods categories. For businessman engaged in food 

business, a complete and tight packing, make sure that the buyer receives a not crush 

deformation package, will indirectly increase the buyer's satisfaction For clothing sellers, 

if you showed in the web page, such as, no reason to return, or the seven day package 

returns, it will definitely eliminate the buyer’s hesitation and concerns when they placing 

a order. For cosmetics sellers, delicate and tight packing will be impressing, and buyers 

may believe that the merchants and their goods are trustworthy. For the business of home 

appliance, do a good job at the after sale service is very important, and a door to door 

delivery, free installation and other services will be a plus for businesses in virtually. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, based on the association rule in data mining method, we analyzed the 

impact of logistics factors in electronic commerce transactions on user comments. 

Through the analysis of the logistics factors in different categories of goods, we explored 

the logistics factors impact on user reviews of different categories of goods. So from a 

merchant’s perspective, they could ameliorate many issues according to their own 

businesses and so that they could improve their services and customer satisfaction. 

In the logistics factors classification, we divide them into different categories of factors 

according to the user comment semantics [18]. But how to borrow other technology 

method, so as to avoid the potential man-made factors will be the direction of further 

improvement. 
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